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After making use of the very generously sized 

double garage or ample gravel driveway, a 

prominent front porch welcomes you to the 

home and stands between two grand bay 

windows which tempt you over the threshold 

and into the light and spacious, family-

friendly home.  

Once through the front door, you are greeted 

by an elegant entrance hallway, with a smooth 

limestone floor and a chic, cast-iron radiator 

ensures a warm homecoming and sets the 

inimitable style for the rest of the home. 

The limestone flooring continues into the 

downstairs cloakroom, fitted out with a WC 

and hand basin – ideal for freshening up after 

a walk around the country lanes or nearby 

ancient woodland. 

THE 
WARMEST OF 
WELCOMES…

Are you searching for a period home with a modern twist in 
a charming market town close to Stamford? This beautiful, 
early-Edwardian, double-fronted villa has been recently and 
thoughtfully refurbished to allow original features to remain a 
focal point and to maintain a feeling of warmth throughout.  

The striking, symmetrical home has four double bedrooms, 
four reception rooms, a large garage with off-road parking and 
mature, enclosed rear garden.  Whether you’re looking for a 
growing family home or simply to downsize, this home boasts 
many features which will work in all manner of lifestyles. 
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A stripped pine door to your left opens into the wonderful open plan 

kitchen diner.  Whether it’s a frosty morning or sultry summer evening, 

this modern and stylish room is the ideal retreat where friends and family 

will naturally gather at the start and end of the day.  A contemporary 

design with a central island unit makes this kitchen one to enjoy.  With 

wall-mounted units, fitted worktops, a filtered water system and double-

glazed windows, the kitchen provides light, convenience and storage in 

abundance. It also offers everything you need for a big family dinner – 

electric oven (with warming drawer), induction hob with extractor hood, 

integrated microwave and a kitchen island.  Whipping up a feast becomes 

a stress-free and sociable experience, and there’s certainly enough room for 

another cook in the kitchen.  An integrated dishwasher also takes care of 

the aftermath so you can enjoy spending time with your loved ones. 

When it’s time to savour your culinary creations, 

the dining area, with its stunning double-glazed 

bay window, gorgeous original floorboards and 

open fireplace creates an atmosphere of serenity and 

sophistication. Where better to host an afternoon 

tea or enjoy a romantic dinner in the comfort of 

your own home? Historical and contemporary at 

once, there is plenty of scope for displaying artwork, 

family heirlooms or pictures to adorn the generous 

proportions of this room.

A SOCIABLE HUB…

WHAT THE OWNERS LOVE 
ABOUT LIVING HERE… 

“People have laughed, loved  
and lived here, and now it’s 

another family’s turn to call this 
house their ‘home’.”
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DESIGNED 
FOR LIFE…
The garden room, expanding across the rear of the property, is a 

brilliant family space.  With three Velux roof-line windows beaming 

light down onto the low-maintenance wood flooring, your children or 

grandchildren can play between the garden and inside while keeping 

the rest of the house clean and tidy.  You can take advantage of this 

room in all seasons, boasting loads of sunlight even on gloomy days, as 

well as providing a retreat from the heat of summer.  An integral door 

provides a convenient route to the spacious garage to avoid those frosty 

mornings or wet weather to pop straight into your car.

EDWARDIAN 
GLAMOUR…
After a busy day or a lazy afternoon, the resplendent 

sitting room has everything you need to unwind with a 

glass of something special or a mug of hot chocolate.  Yet 

another pretty bay window offers a view onto the world 

and the perfect spot to read in the morning sunlight.  On 

chilly winter evenings, the wood burner will keep the 

whole family toasty and warm, investing the room with a 

sense of togetherness.  Decorated using a neutral, fresh 

palette, it would be easy to add in personal touches to 

instantly make this space feel like home. 

The snug is nestled in the middle of the house with an 

original range fireplace, built-in cupboards and shelving 

either side of the chimney, it has a cosy atmosphere 

and a large window draws light from the garden room, 

connecting it with the rest of the home. Alternatively, 

you could use the snug as a study or child’s playroom, 

keeping the sitting room a toy-free zone. 

WHAT WE LOVE ABOUT 
THE HOME…

 ‘there is a generous feeling of 
space to this stylish home that’s 
enriched with timeless glamour 

yet perfectly suited to 21st 
Century living’
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SOAK 
AND 
SLEEP…
A spacious, light landing provides 

warmth and ease of access to all four 

bedrooms and your family bathroom.  

The master suite benefits from views 

over the tended garden with an en 

suite offering you to shower in luxury. 

Three further double bedrooms are 

located conveniently off the landing.  The 

recently refitted chic family bathroom 

serves these rooms. If you feel the need, 

why not escape to enjoy bubbles in the 

deep, free-standing bath tub or make use 

of the corner shower?
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Pelham James use all reasonable endeavours to supply accurate property information in line with the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008. These property details do not constitute any part of the offer or contract 
and all measurements are approximate. The matters in these particulars should be independently verified by prospective buyers. It should not be assumed that this property has all the necessary planning, building regulation or other 
consents. Any services, appliances and heating system(s) listed have not been checked or tested. Purchasers should make their own enquiries to the relevant authorities regarding the connection of any service. No person in the 
employment of Pelham James has any authority to make or give any representations or warranty whatever in relation to this property or these particulars or enter into any contract relating to this property on behalf of the vendor.

Freehold

Detached

Gas Central Heating 

Double glazed

SKDC,  Tax band D

EPC Rating D

Mains sewage, gas  
and electricity

THE 
FINER  
DETAILS The historic market town of Bourne offers a range of 

supermarkets, shops, a health clinic and a leisure centre. Green 

spaces, woodland, churches, an abbey and a museum, provide 

a backdrop of culture and peace within the vibrant town. 

Education-wise, there are a number of nursery schools, 

pre-schools and the town’s primary school. Meanwhile, for 

secondary education, Bourne Grammar School and the 

Bourne Academy are both very highly-regarded with many 

families searching for their next dream home within this key 

school catchment area.

Bourne is close to the towns of Market Deeping, Spalding and 

Stamford, and 16 miles from the city of Peterborough, which 

has great train links to London King’s Cross. At the top of 

North Road is a very useful bus station that connects to local 

towns and onward to the major cities. 

A lively hub nestled in the countryside, Bourne is a town that 

offers everything a family needs to thrive.

The rear garden is mainly laid to lawn with feature, sweeping footpaths to enjoy 

all areas of the garden.  The garden is fully enclosed, making it a safe place for 

children to play or your pets roam free.  The flower beds and shrub borders 

invite the bees and butterflies while being easy to maintain, so there’s scope 

for both the keen gardener and those who prefer just to enjoy the scenery. An 

impromptu summer party, quick game of tig or BBQ is easy to host thanks to 

paved patio and seating areas, and a pergola.  Practically, a shed, log store, and a 

useful side gate completes the garden. 

The front garden feels both open and private as hedging, flowers, and shrubs 

frame the gravelled driveway.  The oversized garage with workshop area has two 

‘up and over’ doors and for those who would prefer to use as storage, there is 

handy loft space and an internal door conveniently linked to the house. 

SHELTER AND SHADE...
NEAR AND FAR…
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To view please call the team on  

01780 437360   I   team@pelhamjames.co.uk   I   pelhamjames.co.uk


